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ON DIFFERENTIAL RINGS OF ENTIRE FUNCTIONS

BY

A. H. CAYFORD AND E. G. STRAUS(')

ABSTRACT.   Consider an entire function / which is a solution of the

differential equation

\c0(z) + cx(z)D + ... + cm(z)Dm\(fn) = P(f, f./(fc))

where c¡(z) are entire functions in a differential ring R and P is a polynomial

in a differential field related to R.  We prove the following

THEOREM.  If f satisfies the equation above then f is of finite type in

case R = C and of finite exponential order in case R = C[z).

We use this result to prove a conjecture made in [2] that entire functions

of order p < s, all of whose derivatives at i points are integers in an imaginary

quadratic number field, must be solutions of linear differential equations with

constant coefficients and therefore of order < 1.

1. Introduction. In this paper we consider entire functions/(z) which

satisfy differential equations of the form

(1.1) !(/") = />(/,/',..., /<*>)

where L is a linear differential operator

L=c0(z) + Cl(z)D+... + cm(z)Dm

With ct(z) entire functions in a differential ring R and P(x0, xx, . . . , xk) a

polynomial in F[xl, . . . , xk] where F is a differential field of meromorphic

functions related to R in the manner described below, and deg P <n.

1.2. Definition.   A growth ring UR of a ring of entire functions R is a

semiring (closed under addition and multiplication) of functions M(r) so that

for each g G R there exists an M(r) G Mß such that
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M(r, g) = max \g(z)\ < M(r);      0 < r < «>.
\z\=r

A growth ring MF for a field of meromorphic functions F is a semiring of

functions M(r) so that for every zz G F there exist entire functions hx,h2 and

a function M(r) G UF so that h =hx/h2 and max{M(r, hx),M(r, h2)}<M(r),

0 < r < oo.

We now assume that the field F above is related to R by having a growth

ring

(1.3)        MF = j f, Cn exp(Ci2rM.(r)) | Mfr) G UR. C„, C„ > o|.

In §3 we shall see that all entire functions h which satisfy a homogeneous linear

differential equation with coefficients in R do have an upper bound in UF de-

fined by (1.3).

Our main result is the following.

1.4. Theorem.  If f satisfies (1.1) and R is either C, the ring of complex

constants, or C[z], the ring of polynomials, then M(r, f) has an upper bound in

UF.   That is, fis of finite exponential type in case R = C and of finite expon-

ential order in case R = C[z].

In §2 we prove Theorem 1.4 in the case R = C, and apply the result to

prove a conjecture stated by one of us [2] concerning integer valued entire

functions. In particular we prove that entire functions of order p < s, all of

whose derivatives at s points are integers in an imaginary quadratic number field,

must be solutions of linear differential equations with constant coefficients and

therefore satisfy p < 1. The result in §2 has also been used by one of us [4]

to characterize completely those differential rings, R, of meromorphic functions

which are finite dimensional modules over the ring of linear differential opera-

tors with constant coefficients. That is, there exists an zz so that for any zz + 1

functions f0, fx ,...,/„ in R there exist linear differential operators with con-

stant coefficients L0, Lx, . . . ,Ln not all 0 so that L0f0 + Lxfx + . . . +

In §3 we prove the case of Theorem 1.4 in which R = C[z], the ring of

polynomials, to indicate the general method. In §4 we state some proved and

conjectured additional results.

2. The case R = C and applications to the arithmetic of entire functions.

Since the operator L in (1.1) is in C[D] we may assume without loss of gen-

erality that cm = 1 and hence
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L = (D-a )•••(/> -aj.

If we set g = P(f, /'_,/<*>) we get

z.

/" = L~ xg - h + exp(ttjZ)J exp((a2 - a,^,) dzx j   exp((a3 - a2)z2)dz2

(2.1)

...f^-1e^p(-amzm)g(zm)dzm

where Lh = 0.

Now we can choose MÄ = Mc =•/?+» the semiring of positive real numbers.

The corresponding MF is {S"=1 Cfl exp(Cl2r)| Cf/ > 0}. It is clear that M(r, h)

has an upper bound in MF and since the coefficients of P are, by hypothesis,

meromorphic functions of bounded exponential type, we get g an entire func-

tion which can be written in the form P*(f, /'.f^)lg\ = g*lgi where gt

is a common denominator for the coefficients of P so that P* has entire coef-

ficients with upper bounds in Up, and M(r, g¡) has an upper bound in MF.

In order to obtain an estimate for the maximum of l/g1 on a circle of

radius r we will use the following minimum modulus theorem due to Levin

[3, p. 21].

2.2. Theorem.   Let f(z) be holomorphic in the disk \z\ < 2eR (R > 0)

with /(0) = 1 and let t? be an arbitrary positive number not exceeding 3e/2.

Then inside the disk |z| < R, but outside of a family of excluded open disks

the sum of whose radii is not greater than 4r¡R, we have

]n\f(z)\>-H(n)lnM(2eR,f)

for

H(r¡) = 2 + ln(3e/2ij).

Let 7? < 1/8 and choose R sufficiently large so that 2 + 8r}R < R. Using

Theorem 2.2 there must exist a circle of radius Rt with R0 = (1 — 817)/? - 2 <

i?j <R so that the circle \z\ =Rl does not intersect any of the excluded disks

and hence

(2.3) \gl(z)\>M(2eR,gl)-H^

for |z| = i?,. Choose i?j as small as possible. This implies that R¡ <R0 +

Sr¡R <R - 2. Now
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M(r, g*) = max       Z af      (z)(f)0(f')x . . . (/**>)'*
\z\=r   iQ + ... + ik<n   V'fc

(2.4) < nk+ ' max max \af      (z)(fj°(f'jl . . . (f(k)j*\

<c. exp(c7r)      max      (M(r, f)'°M(r, f')1 . . . M(r, f{k))k).
i0+... + ik<n

25. Lemma  For any nonzero entire function f(z) and any 5 > 0 we have

(2.6) M(r, /<*>) < K\ M(r, ff5M(r + M(r, /T"6, f).

Proof. We have

k\ r M)f«\*=m d%.
l|-2|=M(^-5(?-^ + 1

Thus, if we choose z so that \z\ = r and \r^K\z)\ =M(r, /^) we have

M(r,f^) = \f(K)(z)\ = — f2m J

m)
2m'W^,/r6«-*)*+1

d\

<|!.27rM(r>/)-6M0i±M^rVû
2?r Af(z-,/)-(^ + i)6

= K\M(r + M(r, f)~8, f)M(r, ff6 •

Using the fact that in (2.4) we have K <k and z0 + . . . + ik < zz — 1 we get

from (2.6) that

(2.7) M(r, g*)<cx exp(c2r)M(r + M(r, f)~s, ff " lM(r, /)*<" ~ ! >s.

Since g = g*/gx and M(r, gx)<c3 exp(c4r) we have

\gx(z)rl <M(2eR, giyi^<c5 exp(c6R)

on \z\ = Rx.  Combining with (2.7) we get

(2.8) M(RV g) < c7 exp(c&R)M(Rx + Af(R,, /)-•, f)M(Rv /)fc("-1)8.

If we use this estimate of g in (2.1) we get

M(RV ff =M(Rvfn)<M(Rv h) + c9Rm exp(clQR^(Rx, g)

< c,, exp(c12F)M(F,+M(Ä j,/)-*,/)"-'M(F,,/)fc("-'>6.
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Here we used the obvious fact that rm < 2mr and the innocuous assumption

that / is not identically 0.

We now are in a position to prove Theorem 1.4 for the case R = C.  As-

sume to the contrary that /is not of exponential type and pick 5 = \¡(2k(n - 1)).

Then (2.9) becomes

(2.10)      A/(Ä1,/)"-1/2<c11exp(c12/?M^1 +M(Rl,fT6,f)"-1.

Now choose R to be large and so that M(R0,f)>c^l exp(4c12(i?0 + 1)/(1 -8n))

and hence

M(RV f)>M(RQ, f) > c4u exp(4cn(R0 + 1)/(1 - 817)) = c?, exp(4c12f?)

and in addition M(RV f) > 24<"-I>/5 > 21'8. Then (2.10) yields

M(Rl,f)n-3'4<M(R1 +M(Rl,fTô,f)

or

M(Rl,f)1 + 1'4("-1)<M(R1 +M(Rltf)-8,f)

(2.11)

<M(Rt +K,f)<M(R2,f)

where R2> Rl + V£ is the least radius so that the circle |z| = R2 does not in-

tersect any of the excluded open disks in the inequality (2.3) for g1. Such a

radius, R2 <R — 1, must exist since the sum of the diameters of the excluded

disks is < 817/?.

Now using (2.7) and (2.3) for \z\ = R2 we have (2.8) with Rl replaced

by R2 and (2.11) becomes

(2.12) M(R2,f)1 + 1'^n-^<M(R2 +M(R2,f)-5,f),

and therefore

M(RV /)0 + i/4("-i))2 <M(R2, /)> + i/4(«-D

(2.13)
<M(R2+M(R2, f)-6,f).

Thus

M(R   ff >M(R.,ff(1 + 1l*(»-1»
(2.14)

^2(4("-1)/5)«(l + l/4(n-l)) ^22

Thus
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M(RvfÍ1 + 1'A(-n-1^2 <M(R2 + 1/22) <M(R3,f)

where R3 > R2 + lk is selected in a way analogous to the method of selection

for R2. Repeating this process gives us

(2.15) M(RV f)U + UHn-i))N <M(RN, f)<M(R, f)

for all N = 1, 2, . . . which is impossible since the left-hand side tends to in-

finity while the right-hand side remains bounded by M(R, f).

In [2, Theorem 2.1] it was shown that, if Rp is the ring of entire functions

of order < p which at the s points zCT; a - 1, 2, . . . , s, have Gaussian integral

derivatives of all orders and if p < s, then for every t functions/,.; r ■ 1,... , t,

in Rp with

t>s mir-1)
there exist linear differential operators LTGZ [i, D] with Gaussian integral

coefficients not all 0 such that

(2.16) ¿Vr = °-
T=l

Thus, iffGRp we can apply (2.16) to the functions/1-; r = 1, . . . , t, and

obtain a differential equation

(2.17) ¿ Lrr = 0.
T=l

If« is the maximal index in (2.17) for which Ln =£ 0 we get

(2.18) ¿„/"=-ZV".
u=i

which is an equation of type (1.1) with R = C.

Hence, by what we have just proved, the function / must be of bounded

exponential type.

2.19. Theorem. An entire function which together with all its deriva-

tives has Gaussian integral values at s points is either of bounded exponential

type or of order p> s.

As was shown in [2] this gap in the order of such integral valued func-

tions is the correct gap in the sense that for each p > s the set of functions in

Rp of order p is of the power 2  ° while, for certain choices of zx, . . . ,zs,
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there do exist functions of bounded exponential type which are infinitely

Gaussian integral valued at these points.  Combining Theorem 2.19 with The-

orem 2.1 of [2] we get

2.20. Theorem.   If p <s then every function of order p which has Gauss-

ian integral derivatives of all orders at s points is the solution of a linear dif-

ferential equation with Gaussian integral coefficients, and hence is either an

exponential polynomial or a polynomial.

If we restrict attention to rationally integral valued functions, we get,

from [2, §4],

2.21. Theorem. Ifs>l and there exists a nonconstant entire function

f(z) of order p <s which has rationally integral derivatives of all orders at the

points zx = 0, z2, . . . , zs then there are only the following possibilities:

1. z2, . . . , zs are rational and f(z) is a polynomial with rational coeffi-

cients.

2. z2, . . . , zsare logarithms of rational numbers and f(z) is a polynomial

with rational coefficients in ez and e~z.

3. z2, . .   ,zs are of the form (cosh- ' VI + dr2)\s]d where r is rational

and \J\ + dr2 is rational. Here d is a (square free) integer and f(z) is a poly-

nomial with rational coefficients in cosbs/dz and (siimy/dz)ls/d.

It is easy to see that there are functions of the formiAz, Aez and A

cosh-y^z which are infinitely integral valued z.tzx,...,zs incases 1, 2 and

3 respectively.

Theorem 2.21 is interesting in showing a type of analytic dependence of

the points zx, . . . , zs which in a natural way generalizes the property of be-

longing to a fixed algebraic number field. We could have obtained very similar

results with restrictions of values to elements of a general algebraic number

field K. For general K we will need as many analytic functions as we have

Archimedean valuations on K and we defer the details for a later paper. The

case in which K has only one Archimedean valuation, that is an imaginary

quadratic number field, can be settled by the methods used in [2] for Q(i).

In the case K = Q(i) Theorem 2.21 becomes

2.22. Theorem. If s > 1 and there exists a nonconstant entire function

f(z) of order p <s which has Gaussian integral derivatives of all orders at the

points zx = 0, z2, . . . , zs then there are only the following possibilities:

1. z2.zs G Q(i) and f(z) G Q(i)[z].

2. z2, . . . , zs are logarithms of Gaussian rationals andfiz) G Q(i)[ez, e~z].
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3. iz2, . . . , izsare logarithms of Gaussian rationals and f(z) G
Az   --/ziQ(i)[e",e-*].

4. z2, . . . , z are of the form (cosh  1 \f\+dr2)l\fd where r G Q(i),

yj\ + dr2 G Q(i), d G Z(i), d square free in Z(i), and

f(z) G Q(i)[coshy/dz, y/d sinh>Jdz].

It may be worthwhile to contrast these results with those of E. Bombieri

[1], where the differential ring of meromorphic functions of several variables

is postulated to be finitely generated over an algebraic number field K and to

contain transcendental functions. Then, under suitable growth conditions of

the functions, it is possible to deduce conditions on the points at which the

functions assume values in K.

In our investigation we start from functions satisfying growth conditions

and arithmetic conditions at certain points and derive the property that their

ring is differential and finitely generated from those conditions.

3. The case R = C[z]. We shall once again set g = P(f, /'./(fc)) in

(1.1) and if we consider (1.1) to be a nonhomogeneous differential equation

with polynomial coefficients we can replace it by the system of equations wt =

f", w\ = w2, w'2 = w3, . . . , *£,_, - wm, Cmw'm =g- C0wl - . . . -

Cm_lwm, which gives us the matrix equation

(3.1)

where

A(z)

w = A(z)w + B(z)

^ = 0*1 ...wm_1    wmf,

1 0

0 1

Cl C2

B(z) = (0   0...0   glCm)T,

where T denotes transpose. If Cm is a constant we may choose Cm = 1, if not

then \Cm(z)\ > 1, z sufficiently large. In either case there exists an a so that

|Cm(z)| > 1 for |z| > a. Now for each \z\ > a we pick a path P(z) consisting

of the arc ae'e, 0 < 9 < arg z, followed by the segment tz, a/\z\ < t < 1. In

order to estimate the magnitude of the solutions of (4.1) we apply the succès-
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sive approximations procedure

291

0fc+ x(z) = v + f A(t)$k(t) dt +j  B(i) dt

where D*is a constant vector and integration is along P(z).

If we let <j>0 - 0 then

2-4

4>A\z) - <P0(z) = 0j(z) = v + f B(t) dt
Ja

and if, for any matrix function E(t), we let the maximum value of the norm,

\E(t)\, of E(t) as t varies over P(t) be M(t, E) we have

l?a-^,l = f   A(t)(^(t)-$Q(t))dt<f   M(t, a)M(t, ^)\dt\
a

< M(z, A)M(z, ¡?x) f   W/l < M(z, A)M(z, ̂  )l(z)
J a

where l(z) is the length of the path P(z) and the norm used on vectors and

;es is

Now

matrices is the L x -norm

•'a

< ( \A(t)\ l?2(i) - 0* (01 tffl < i' Mr, ¿)27lí(í, ? )/(r) |df|
a J a

<M(z, A)2M(z, ̂ ) f * /(f) dl(t) = M(z, A)2M(z, ?x)l2(z)/2\.
J a

Iterating this method we get

l^fc+i - ít1 <M(Z> ?i)d(» <*))*/*!•

We write

10/2)1
fc=0

<M(z, ^)X (/(2)^' ^))fc <M(z, ?,) exp(/(zMz, 4)).
fc=0 *'

We let N(r, E) = maX|z|_rM(z, F) and we have

\$j(z)\<N(r,^l)exp(2rN(r,A))
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where r - \z\. Assume r > 6a so that l(z) < 27ra + r - a < 2r. It follows then

that

\w(z)\ <N{r, ?,) exp(2rN(r, A))

where w is a solution vector for (4.1) and therefore

(3.2) M(r, ff = M(r, f") < N(r, ̂ ) exp(2rN(r, A)).

Now we can choose UR = Mciz] to be the semiring of functions M(r) of

the form M(r) =crp;c, p > 0, p an integer. The corresponding MF is

MF=\zcn^(ci2rP)
j=i

c.. > 0, p > 1, p an integer V.

If we repeat the argument and the values R0, Rx and R used in §2 to

obtain (2.8) with the upper bounds chosen from M^ above we get the inequality

(3.3) M(Ri,g)<cl exp^RPyU&j^ +M(RV f)~s, ff^MQi^ /)*("-D5.

Since ¡Z?(z)| = \g(z)/Cm(z)\ and \Cm(z)\ > 1 if \z\ = r > a we have M(z, ^j)

< c3rM(r, g); \z\ = r. This gives us N(r, ^px)< c3rM(r, g). We also have

|4(z)| < c^r" ifr>a and therefore N(r, A) < c^r" so that (4.2) becomes

(3.4) M(RV ff < cs exp(c6Ri)M(Rl + M(RV f)~s, f)n~1M(Rl, /)fc("-DS

where / is an integer > 1, and we have again used the fact that r < 2r and the

assumption that /is not identically'zero.

We can now prove Theorem 1.4 for the case R = C[z]. Assume that f(z)

is not of finite order. Choose S = l/(2k(n — 1)) so that (3.4) becomes

(3-5)        M(RV f)"-1'2 < c1 exp(csRl)M(Rl +M(R1,ffs,f)"-1.

Now if/is not of finite order we choose a large R so that the corre-

sponding R0 = (1 - 8rf)R - 2 satisfies

M(Ryf)> M(R0, f) > c* exp(4c8(tf0 + 2)7(1 - St?)') = c4. exp(Ac&R')

and at the same time

M(Rvf)>2^n-1^ >21's.

As in §2 we now get a sequence of radii R¡ <R2 < . . . <R so that

R¡+ 1/2'<R¡+1 and

M(RV /)(i + i/4(«-D)W <M(RN, f)<M(R, f)

for all N = 1, 2, . . . , a contradiction.
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Note that our method has in fact proved that the order off is no more

than the greater of the maximum of the orders of the coefficients of g =

P(f, /',••• ,/*k)) and 1 + the maximum of the degrees of C0, . . . , Cm_x.

4. Concluding remarks. The results in Theorem 1.4 can be extended to

general entire coefficients C¡(z) and polynomials P(f, /',... ,/^) with entire

coefficients as long as Cm has only a finite number of zeros in order to yield

upper bounds of the form lkF.

For general entire Cm(z) and general meromorphic coefficients of the

polynomial P the lower bound estimates needed on C~ ' and of the denomin-

ator of the coefficients of P lead to new complications and the necessity for

delicate estimates which we hope to give in a subsequent paper.

The results in [4] have been extended to rings of meromorphic functions

of a non-Archimedean variable [5]. The more general theory developed here

should have analogous generalization most likely with analogously sharper re-

sults.
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